
The venture capitalist who turned risk manager 
 
For years, investors in Brazil have been nervous of the “custo Brasil” – the cost of doing business 
best symbolised by what are known as TLLCs. These are the hidden, steadily accumulating charges 
that dramatically affect M&A transactions, but that many companies discover too late.  
 
As Alexandra de Haan, managing director of 25 year-old venture capital investor Ideiasnet, says, TLLC is 
short for tax, labour and legal contingencies – historic, conflicting but sleeping imposts, imposed by 
municipal, state and federal agencies. They can decimate value in the sale of companies. However, 
they usually emerge only in the due diligence process, when it is too late.  
 
She provides some examples of why TLLCs may detonate in the face of vendor and acquirer: 
 

• The use of labour that does not comply with the applicable law, whether local, state or 
federal. 

 
• Application of incorrect, lower tax regimes without sound legal grounding. 

 
• Failure to control lawsuits and to make appropriate provision for them.  

 
In themselves, these may seem innocent mistakes. However, as De Haan says, based on a quarter 
century’s experience: “Penalties and compound interest on unpaid burdens are high in Brazil, so a 
small mistake today can turn into a significant contingency five years later if it’s not caught quickly.”  
 
When they are identified (usually when the company is up for sale), arguments in respect of the 
liabilities can lead to delays of two to five years, with equity funds stuck in escrow accounts until the 
issue has been settled. Although Brazil’s biggest law firms and the big four accounting firms have 
simplified the due diligence process and authorities have taken steps to simplify procedures, TLLCs 
can still present serious obstacles in a sale. 
 
The solution adopted by Ideiasnet was to assume the role of risk management and governance in its 
portfolio companies, often against the wishes of the entrepreneur. It now runs an internal audit 
team whose sole role is to reduce contingency risk within the portfolio by checking for TLLCs that 
could blow up in the company’s face.  
 
De Haan’s advice is straightforward: “It’s imperative that the governance and risk management 
discussion begins before any investment [takes place]. Today, hands-off venture capital investing no 
longer works in Brazil. To preserve value, venture capital firms must become actively engaged in the 
governance, compliance, and risk management of the companies in which they invest.” 
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